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Introduction
In this report, I will seek to examine two web ecosystems, both managed by universities in
Portland, Oregon: Portland State University (PSU) and Portland Community College (PCC)� I
will focus on the web pages at each institution devoted to accessibility and disability services�
My approach will entail casting a wide enough net to encompass all (or most) of the institutional
actors and pages that touch upon these subjects� However, I will look with particular interest at
how the Accessibility pages at each institution communicate rhetorically, how they function as
gateways to the wider network, and how the design of that network hinders, or helps, the goal
of user access. My final aim will be to reflect on some of the ways the PCC pages navigate these
questions more effectively, and how PSU page administrators might improve their approach.
Throughout this report, I will look for inspiration to the work of Bruno Latour—in particular,
his 1993 book Aramis, or the Love of Technology. Latour is known as an early pioneer of Actor
Network Theory, but my approach will not be a strict application of ANT� The limited timeframe
and scope of this project in comparison to the vast institutional bodies that undergird these web
ecosystems would have made such an approach unfeasible�
Nonetheless, Latour’s approach is instructive, I believe, in the path it charts for researchers of
technology� By interrogating the documents that a system produces, by integrating the stories
told by its human actors, and by charting the movements and relationships of its constituent
parts, we may be able to hear the voice of a network or technology speaking to us—that is the
theory, at least, espoused by Latour’s Aramis�
Latour’s central question in the book is “Who Killed Aramis?” with the author performing a
post-mortem of a public transportation system called Aramis that was designed for the Paris
Metro region and abandoned in the late-1980s� Latour’s approach to the subject is reminiscent of a sociological study; however, the author calls his method scientification. Throughout
Aramis, Latour conducts a series of interviews with engineers, administrators, and politicians in
an attempt to determine where the project went off the rails, so to speak. These documents and
interviews are interlayered with technical diagrams in an approach the author calls prosopopeia. Having thus listened to the “voice” of the network, Latour finally determines that Aramis
died due to a lack of “love,” by which he means an openness to research and revision: “Love and
research—it’s the same movement� They abandoned Aramis so as not to compromise it�” (288)
In this report neither my subject, nor my conclusions, will be so sweeping� Nor should this
report be interpreted as an inditement of any person or institution. The staff of the Office of
Information Technology at PSU, my colleagues, are highly skilled and care deeply about their
jobs� And yet, there are parallels between Latour’s conclusions and the conclusions I will draw
here�
Latour pointed to a lack of research as an essential cause of Aramis’s failure� A similar case might
be made about the PSU site (pdx�edu)� Although I have been assured that user testing was conducted on the site and its constituent pages for accessibility and disability services, I wonder
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whether this user testing was extensive or thorough enough� I will attempt to demonstrate how
I came to this view by examining the design of this site in detail and by performing a cognitive
walkthrough of some of its pages� I have no doubt that the importance of user testing would
be a point of agreement among members of OIT staff. However, I feel obliged to point out that
during my time as a member of OIT, I have not witnessed a culture that consistently puts time or
resources toward user testing�
Secondly, Latour speaks to a lack of “love�” Here, I wish to speak to a lack of community, or
community focus, to be more precise� It is my view that the PSU site, and in particular the
Accessibility pages, demonstrate a legalistic approach to questions of disability� They perform
what Aristotle called judicial rhetoric, which I will argue is aligned with a medical model of
disability� Again, I will demonstrate what I mean here by comparing these pages with their PCC
equivalents� These PCC pages partake in the Aristotelian tradition of epideictic rhetoric� That is,
they offer praise: praise that evokes a community of actors, and seeks to strengthen that community by listening to its needs and visibilizing its work� This approach is aligned with a social
model of disability, which has been shown to be a more effective approach to addressing the
needs of people with disabilities than a medical model�

Background: Disability and Accessibility in Higher Education
Throughout the United States, universities and community colleges have come under increasing
pressure to implement more rigorous accessibility standards� Often this pressure has come in the
form of resolutions of compliance with the Office of Civil Rights (OCR), such as those that have
resulted from legal actions initiated by the National Federation for the Blind (Burgstahler, 290)�
Portland State University is currently party to a Resolution Agreement with the OCR and, pursuant to this agreement, has drafted an Accessibility Policy and Timeline for EIT (Electronic
and information Technology)� PSU is on target to complete this timeline with the release of a
Complete Corrective Action Plan and Final Report due in March, 2020 (see Appendix A)�
The current PSU Accessibility Policy is based on WCAG 2�0 standards, which have formed the
basis of legal opinion regarding accessibility since their publication in 2008� However, with the
release of more stringent WCAG 2.1 standards in 2018, it is clear that the field of accessibility
and accessible design continues to evolve, and that universities and other institutions will need
to remain pro-active to maintain the highest standards of accessibility�

Analytical Frameworks: Design and Rhetoric
In order to provide a context for the work I will undertake in this study, I would like to turn to
a brief discussion of the two analytical frameworks that I will use to examine these web ecosystems: design and rhetoric� Design and rhetoric are distinct disciplines with their own histories
of inquiry and internecine struggles. And yet, the recognition that these two fields overlap in
important ways has grown over time—a development that I will touch on below�
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Design can be a slippery subject of inquiry� One
might be tempted to focus exclusively on purely
pragmatic questions: Does this work? Why or why
not? How might it work better? These are certainly
good questions to ask� However, it may be instructive to slow down a design inquiry and consider the
theoretical concepts that underlie design thinking�
Don Norman’s model for the Seven Stages of
Action is one good starting place (71)� Norman’s
Seven Stages of Action delineates the interaction
between the subject (the user) and the object
(the world, in Norman’s phrasing)� According to
Norman, the user begins with a question: “What do
I want to accomplish?” It is worth pausing to focus
on the exploratory, rhetorical, nature of this origin
point�

Before we use a technology for the first time, we must first answer this question, according to
Norman� Repeated uses of the technology may make the question irrelevant; but depending on
the complexity of the technology in question, we may need to revisit it again in the future� We
might only ask this question once when using a simple device for the first time—a can opener for
example. After the first use, it is unlikely that the answer to this question—I want to open a can—
will change fundamentally� However, with a complex website, on the other hand, we may need to
keep asking this question as our needs change�
In moving through the stages of “feedforward,” the user crosses the “Bridge of Execution�” (41)
In this phase of the action, the user must answer three questions: What are the alternatives?
What can I do? and How do I do it? Answering these questions allows the user to plan an action,
specify the action sequence, and then perform that action sequence�
After performing the action, the user passes through the stages of “feedback,” crossing over the
“Bridge of Evaluation�” In this phase, the user answers the questions What happened? What does
it mean? and Is this okay? Answering these questions allows the user to perceive the result of the
action, interpret it, and compare this result with the original goal, or with other results�
According to Norman, user errors can be better understood by viewing them in the context of
the Seven Stages of Action� A user error that occurs in the planning or comparing stages is more
likely to be a mistake� According to Norman, “A mistake occurs when the wrong goal is established or the wrong plan is formed� � � � With a mistake, the action that is performed matches the
plan: it is the plan that is wrong�”
On the contrary, an error that occurs due to a failure to specify, perform, interpret, or perceive the
action is more likely to be a slip� Again, according to Norman, “A slip occurs when a person intends
to do one action and ends up doing something else�” Norman goes on to clarify: “There are two major
4

classes of slips: action-based and memory-lapse� In
action-based slips, the wrong action is performed� In
lapses, memory fails, so the intended action is not
done or its results not evaluated�” (171)

Bridge of Execution

Plan

Compare

Specify

Interpret

Perform

Perceive

Bridge of Evaluation

According to Norman, appropriate use of design features like signifiers, affordances, constraints, and
mapping can help us to cross the bridges of expectation and evaluation with a minimum of error� In
addition, Norman’s model is useful because it provides a taxonomy of error types which can be helpful
in remediating designs more efficiently.

Goal

However, it could also be argued that Norman’s
model overlooks the importance of individual
memory and cultural knowledge in determining
how a user determines the function an object� To
World
return to our earlier example, users would generally approach a can opener with a certain degree of Figure 2
personal experience which might guide their initial attempts at using it� After all, most of us have
a clear image of the shape and function of a can opener based on our memory of past can openers
which we can apply to any future tools that we encounter�
However, some more modern can openers are designed quite differently from those of the
past� These can openers are not designed to clamp down vertically along the side of the can,
but instead sit horizontally across the can’s lid� When encountering a can opener of this variety, a user might need to initiate a process of trial and error in which Norman’s Seven Stages of
Action would become relevant� It must be noted that, in this example, the user’s process of trial
and error will be carried out against the backdrop of a pre-existing prototype� Until the tension
between this prototype and the actual object is resolved, the user will continue to use the can
opener incorrectly�
To illustrate the importance of cultural knowledge in determining usability, let us turn to a
different example. An American user might be forgiven
their confusion when encountering the tool depicted in
figure 3 for the first time.
This certainly is not a can opener� But what exactly is
it? The signifier provided by the twin wooden grips
indicates that this end is intended to be taken in hand�
The affordance of the hinge allows the “jaws” at the
other end to open and close: squeezing the grips opens
the jaws; releasing them closes the jaws again� But
here many of us would be at a loss� Seeing the shape
of the tool, an American might wonder if it is designed
to scoop ice cream� Somewhere along the bridge of
Figure 3
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evaluation, we might determine that if this tool is intended to be an ice cream scoop, it is a
deeply inefficient and messy one. The error here is clearly a mistake, per Norman: the wrong
plan has led to an unintended outcome� At this point, the American user might review their initial answer to the question “What are the alternatives?” and attempt a different path across the
bridge of execution�
However, a French user might notice the scalloped design of the tool’s jaws and conclude that
they are meant to hold the shell of an escargot� And indeed they are: the jaws clamp down on
the buttery snail’s shell, holding it steady, so that the inner morsel can be removed more easily
(Cook’s Magazine #111, 2-3)�
In the above example, cultural knowledge that was available to one user, but not to another,
was combined with individual experience to help the user determine the tool’s function� Kirk St�
Amant uses the term prototypes to refer to these sorts of pre-existing schema that can help us (or
hinder us) in using an unfamiliar object, or navigating an unfamiliar place, such as a website� He
writes, “Essentially, we use a comparative approach to identify objects in the world around us�
When we encounter a new item, we review the characteristics it has and then compare them to
those of all of the entries we have in our mental database of prototypes� The more characteristics
a new item has in common with a particular prototype, the more likely we are to identify it as the
kind of object represented by the prototype�” (2)
These tenets of design thinking are infused in the way designers approach the web� Indeed, we
can see them reflected in real-world industry standards such as the Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines (WCAG) 2�0�
For example, guideline 2�4�8 mandates the following requirement for an AAA rating:
“Information about the user’s location within a set of Web pages is available�” In other words, a
website must provide mapping cues to help guide the user� W3C suggests a breadcrumb trail as
one possible example of this type of mapping cue�
Furthermore, Guideline 3�2 relates to predictable navigation, with subsection 3�2�3 requiring
that “navigational mechanisms that are repeated on multiple Web pages within a set of Web
pages occur in the same relative order each time they are repeated, unless a change is initiated by
the user,” and 3�2�4 mandating that “components that have the same functionality within a set of
Web pages are identified consistently,” both for an AA rating. In other words, WCAG 2.0 wants
designers to account for prototypes that users may develop in the course of using a site�

Rhetoric
At first blush, it might seem strange to combine the frameworks of design and rhetoric in the
same inquiry� However, rhetoricians have historically grouped a wide array of “designed” artifacts under the rubric of rhetoric� Dorothy Winsor has made the case for visual designs, such as
engineering diagrams, as a form of rhetoric� In addition, Robert Johnson and Barbara Mirel have
both published work that approaches the study of usability and user-centered design from a rhetorical perspective� (Porter, 157) Thus, a brief overview of some key elements of rhetorical theory
may be instructive�
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We have Aristotle’s Rhetoric to thank for many of the concepts that rhetoricians still use today�
In this work, Aristotle defines three distinct genres of rhetoric. The first of these, deliberative
rhetoric is concerned with a comparison of past events with future outcomes—thus, Aristotle
argues that it can be effectively applied to political debate. However, it is the latter two genres
of rhetoric that I will be most concerned with here: forensic rhetoric and epideictic rhetoric�
Forensic rhetoric involves an exploration of past events and their consequences and is the realm
of legal discourse� Thus, it is sometimes also known as judicial rhetoric (Nordquist)� Meanwhile,
epideictic rhetoric is used to offer praise or blame. In Aristotle’s time this was conceived of in a
ceremonial context, but the term has broadened in modern usage to encompass other forms of
praise and blame�
Aristotle also introduces the concept of ethos, which can be defined as the good character and
credibility of the rhetor, or speaker: in other words, the way the speaker is perceived by the audience through the act of speaking� One of the constituent parts of ethos is eunoia, or good will,
which the speaker attempts to cultivate among audience members� Striking a respectful tone is
one way of building eunoia, and thus generating a positive ethos, according to Covino and Jolliffe
(337)�
As I will be examining approaches to accessibility and disability in this study, a brief overview of
the rhetoric of disability is also relevant. Researchers have defined a variety of models for understanding the rhetoric of disability; however, two of these models are particularly relevant here:
the medical model and the social model. The medical model defines disability as inherent to the
person and requiring treatment by a professional class of authorities� As its name suggests, the
medical model developed in the context of healthcare provision, but it actually encompasses a
number of similar approaches to disability in different fields. According to Disabled World, “at
the political level, the principal response [of the medical model] is that of modifying or reforming
health-care policy�”
While reforming healthcare policy can be a noble goal, it can lead to an over-emphasis on procedure-driven responses to disability� Vic Finkelstein, one of the founders of the Disability Rights
Movement (National Disability Arts Collection and Archive) has written about the ill effects of an
overly “legalistic” approach to disability and disability rights that is not “a reflection of the social
model of disability�” Finkelstein argues that, “In the ‘rights’ approach, parliament grants legal
rights to those it defines as ‘disabled’. The focus is on identifying characteristics of the individual,
rather than the nature of society, and then making selected ‘concessions’ to those so defined . .
� I believe that we cannot understand or deal with disability without dealing with the essential
nature of society itself�” (Finkelstein, 5)
The social model of disability that Finkelstein alludes to here involves a different rhetorical
approach to disability, one that he helped to champion� The social model of disability “sees the
issue of ‘disability’ as a socially created problem and a matter of the full integration of individuals into society,” according to Disabled World� “In this model, disability is not an attribute of an
individual, but rather a complex collection of conditions, many of which are created by the social
environment� The issue is both cultural and ideological, requiring individual, community, and
large-scale social change,” Disabled World goes on to state�
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In the context of education and Universal Design for Learning, experts in the field have argued
against using the medical model of disability as the basis of university approaches to inclusion�
Sheryl Burgstahler contends that “the presence of a shared vision that promotes a medical model
of disability � � � can interfere with the implementation of UDHE [Universal Design in Higher
Education]� A shared vision that embraces the social model of disability and values diversity,
equity, and inclusion can promote it�” (288)

Analysis
Site Architecture
As a graduate student worker in the Office of Information Technology (OIT) at Portland State
University under the aegis of the IT Accessibility Coordinator, I have become familiar with PSU’s
web pages related to accessibility and disability services� The institutional framework underlying
these pages is complex and has led to a web ecosystem that has developed according to the competing and overlapping demands of multiple semi-autonomous work units� Principally, these are
the Office of Information Technology (OIT), the Disability Resource Center (DRC), the Office of
Academic Innovation (OAI), and Human Resources (HR)�
A full site architecture for such a complex web ecosystem would be difficult to represent in a
comprehensible way for anyone not already familiar with the pages in question� I have chosen
instead to create an abbreviated site architecture incorporating the most important pages and
links (see figure 4). Parent pages are highlighted in grey, while child pages are in white. Since
navigation menus vary widely in their placement and style, I have tried to give a sense for these
by using the orange circles and lines to show magnified versions of several menus (see figure 4).
Some idiosyncrasies of the PSU web ecosystem may be immediately apparent� Firstly, landing
pages do not always show consistency between signifier and signified. For example, a link in the
footer for the pdx�edu main page points the user to “the Accessibility page�” However, clicking
on the link brings the user to a tertiary child page: https://www�pdx�edu/accessibility/reporting-accessibility-issues� Similarly, a navigation bar on the left side of the “Reporting Accessibility
Issues” page points the user to “the Office of Academic Innovation’s faculty support web page.”
However, clicking on this link deposits the user at a secondary child page of the OAI homepage,
with the confusing title: “Captioning Services for Faculty�”
In both of these examples, the signifier (the link title) is not consistent with the action’s result
(the link destination)� As Steve Krug points out, this kind of discordance can be not only confusing for the user, it may also have an effect on the site’s ethos: “If there’s a major discrepancy
between the link name and the page name or a lot of minor discrepancies, my trust in the site—
and the competence of the people who publish it—will be diminished�” (76)
There is also a prototype incongruity here� On a website with a top-down architecture, in which
subsections are arranged hierarchically under sections, users generally expect to be taken to
the top of a new section when they follow a link� Proceeding from this point, users will expect to
continue on a downward trajectory as they refine their search (Garrett, 92–93). However, in both
8
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of the above cases from the PSU web sites, a user may need to follow the page hierarchy upward
after clicking the link in order to find what they are looking for. As a result, users may not interpret their location correctly and fail to immediately complete the circuit of Norman’s Seven
Stages of Action; that is, they could become lost on the site and grow frustrated or give up their
search� The breadcrumbs at the top of the page could correct a user’s mistaken expectation, but
these can be difficult to interpret—or the user may overlook them altogether.
It should be noted, however, that some link destinations in the pdx�edu ecosystem are better
aligned with probable user expectations� For example, a user following the sidebar link for the
Office of Human Resources will be pointed directly to a sub-page of the main HR page devoted
to the employee accommodation process—a logical destination for a user proceeding from the
Accessibility page to Human Resources�
Glancing over the page images in figure 4 reveals another idiosyncrasy of this web ecosystem: the
OAI pages (not including the parent page) have a distinct layout and navigation schema that is
different from the rest of the network. In fact, these pages form a separate site, called OAI plus,
which has been designed and maintained by a private contractor� These sites advertise their
separate identity with an aesthetic that is different from the standard pdx.edu look and feel. They
also employ a different navigation schema, with buttons arranged in the middle of the main page
space� The site is quite architecturally deep, with the user
needing to pass through multiple
pcc.edu/accessibility
menu screens to arrive at the
principal content, located on the
pcc.edu/hr/contracts/
pcc.edu/
ada/employee-requests
quaternary layer� Also, the diadisability-services
gram makes clear that the main
interlinking that occurs between
the OIT Accessibility pages and
the OAI pages occurs at the tertiary and quaternary levels, a fact
pcc.edu/disabilitythat can make successful navigapcc.edu/accessibility/
services/students/
share-responsibility
tion between the two sites tricky�
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I’ll speak more about this question in my conclusion� However,
for the purposes of comparison,
I have also included a diagram of
the site architecture surrounding
the main PCC Accessibility page
(see figure 6) On this page, buttons arranged in the middle of
the page space direct users outward to child pages and subpages
of other sites with a somewhat
more direct trajectory, and consistent navigation layout�

Cognitive Walkthrough
In order to get a broad sense for how these diverse users might navigate the two sites, I designed
a cognitive walkthrough, per Barbara Mirel (289), with nine tasks to test the sites’ architectures,
as well as their navigation and wayfinding systems.1 For each task, I designated a starting point
and an ending point: the latter represent real services or information that a user might want to
access� I tried to make these goals representative of real needs that might be experienced by the
user subgroups mentioned above� To the extent that it was possible to do so, I chose starting
points that represented different entry points to the ecosystem. Where PSU is concerned, two of
my tasks started on the Office of Academic Innovation website (PSU-5 and PSU- 9). As PCC does
not have a department equivalent to OAI, I ran the same tasks on the PCC website (PCC-5 and
PCC-9) with a starting point of the Disability Resource main page�
Task
PSU‐1
PSU‐2
PSU‐3
PSU‐4
PSU‐5
PSU‐6
PSU‐7
PSU‐8
PSU‐9

Starting Point
Accessibility main page
Accessibiliity main page
Accessibility main page
Accessibility main page
Academic Innovation main page
Disability Resource main page
Disability Resource main page
Disability Resource main page
Academic Innovation main page

Ending Point
Successful Route Total Attempts A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 Totals
Accesibility evaluation tool (color contrast)
3
1 3
3
Campus map information
3
1 3
3
PDF remediation information
3
7 3 2 3 2 2 2 3
17
Employee accomodations form
2
1 2
2
Captioning Services
4
2 4 4
8
Borrowing a device
3
1 3
3
D2L accessibility information
6
1 6
6
Accessible parking spaces
3
2 3
3
Correct header structure and alt text
5
5 3 2 4 2 3
14
32
21 30 8 7 4 5 2 3
59

Figure 6: PSu Walkthrough

Task
PCC‐1
PCC‐2
PCC‐3
PCC‐4
PCC‐5
PCC‐6
PCC‐7
PCC‐8
PCC‐9

Starting Point
Accessibility main page
Accessibiliity main page
Accessibility main page
Accessibility main page
Disability Resource main page
Disability Resource main page
Disability Resource main page
Disability Resource main page
Disability Resource main page

Ending Point
Successful Route Total Attempts A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 Totals
7
Accessibility evaluation tool (color contrast)
4
2
3
4
Campus map information
3
2
2
5
7
PDF remediation information
4
2
3
3
Employee accomodations form
2
1
2
2
Captioning Services
4
2
2
4
6
Borrowing a replacement mobility device
2
1
2
2
D2L accessibility information
5
1
5
5
Accessible parking spaces
3
3
4
2 2
8
Correct header structure and alt text
4
1
4
4
31
15 27 15 2
44

Figure 7: PCC Walkthrough

For each task, I counted the nodes, or distinct pages in the site architecture that I passed through
en route to my eventual goal. It often took several unsuccessful attempts to find what I was looking for; thus, I also counted the number of total attempts� In addition, for each attempt, I kept
a tally of the number of nodes I passed through before changing course (A1, A2, etc�)� When I
uncovered a successful route from my starting point to my ending point, I counted the number of
nodes in this route, and listed the total under “Successful Route�”
1� I should point out that, given the time constraints of this project, I have not attempted to conduct user
testing on the sites in question� However, I strongly endorse user testing to all site owners as a method of
improving usability when time and scope allowances are present for it�
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At this point, the reader might question whether this emphasis on navigation is valuable: can
users not simply find what they need by using search commands—Google search, if all else fails?
While this may be true in some sense, relying on the search abilities of users does not facilitate
good information design� As a 2011 study by Jakob Nielsen demonstrates, people simply aren’t
very good at searching� Furthermore, searching “doesn’t facilitate any conceptual knowledge
because it relies on quick in–out dips into websites.” (Nielsen Norman Group)2
Reviewing the charts that have resulted from this cognitive walkthrough offers some insights
into the navigability of the PCC and PSU web ecosystems� Interestingly, successful routes were
not significantly shorter at PCC as compared to PSU. The sum of all the nodes visited in all the
successful routes for my PCC tasks was 31, as opposed to 32 at PSU. The real difference came in
the number of attempts that some of the PSU tasks required, as compared to the PCC tasks� Of
particular note are tasks PSU-3 and PSU-9, which required 7 and 5 attempts and involved 17 and
14 nodes respectively. By comparison, PCC-3 and PCC-9 were completed on the first attempt,
involving 3 and 4 nodes respectively�
While completing these tasks, I kept a narrative log of my search route� The following are my log
notes for tasks PSU-3 and PSU-9�

Task PSU-3 Walkthrough Narrative
Starting point: Accessibility main page / Ending point: PDF remediation information
A1: Accessibility > Faculty Support Webpage (Sidebar) > Captioning Support in OAI: wrong
page?
A2: Clicked on the breadcrumb for PSU which took me to pdx�edu (not the accessibility page)�
A3: Clicked on the footer for “Accessibility” which took me to the sub-page “Reporting
Accessibility Issues�” Finally, I was able to return to the main Accessibility page by clicking on
the word Accessibility in the header (it has a different affordance from the rest of the page). I was
able to repeat my steps, and realized that when I switched to the OAI site, I needed to use the top
bar menu� I had overlooked this before�
A4: Clicked on “Teach” in the top bar menu, which has no information on accessible course
materials�
A5: Back arrowed out� Clicked on “Design and Build�” Here I found information on Word, PP,
and Excel accessibility, but nothing on PDFs�
A6: Tried Tech Tutorials > Accessibility, but nothing here again�
2� What Nielsen does not mention, but is highly relevant at an institution like PSU, with its large number
of international students, is the effect of depending on search-oriented navigation on English-as-a-second
language speakers: in order to search for a content or service, you have to know what it is called, and you
must also be able to describe it using the correct terminology� Indeed, this is not only an issue for international students, but for people not familiar with the differences between key terms: accommodations vs�
accessibility for example�
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A7: There are no breadcrumbs on the OAI site so I started over by typing out pdx�edu/accessibility in the browser window. Now I was able to find my way: Accessibility > Digital Accessibility
Resources > Help for PDFs� I may have overlooked this route initially because “Digital
Accessibility” calls to mind websites and not PDFs, which I subconsciously associate with print
formats�

Task PSU-9 Walkthrough Narrative
Starting point: Academic Innovation main page / Ending point: Correct Header Structure and alt
text
A1: From OAI main page > clicked Teaching Resources in top nav: arrived at (OAI+) > clicked
Teach: nothing here�
A2: Backed out > Design and Build: nothing here�
A3: Backed out to OAI+ main page > clicked top nav: OAI at PSU > then Accessibility in the
footer > Digital Accessibility Resources
A4: Clicked on Evaluation Tools: nothing here� Backed out�
A5: Clicked on Training > then Training Video 3, which has information on Heading content
and Alt Text (I verified this by reading through the transcript).
With regard to these narratives, reference to design theory may help aid our understanding of
what has gone wrong� I have therefore prepared a brief analysis of my cognitive walkthrough
narrative for these two tasks:

Task PSU-3 Narrative Analysis
In A1, a lack of coherence between the link title and the destination header caused the user (me)
to get confused� I made a mistake based on my comparison of my goal with the result of my
action, and backed out of the page without realizing that I was actually where I had intended to
go�
In A2, the fracturing in the web ecosystem has led to a breadcrumb trail that is incomplete� I
chose the breadcrumb that seemed to correspond with the page where I started my search, but I
made a mistake in planning this action� This probably resulted from a discordance between my
prototype image of breadcrumb trails (that they are comprehensive) and the reality of breadcrumb trails in this fractured ecosystem�
In A3, I managed to reorient myself using some less than obvious footer links�
In A4–A6, I discovered through trial and error that the OAI site didn’t have the information I
needed� This revealed a mistake I had made initially in following the link to the “Faculty support
page�” But given that there is a semantic overlap between navigational elements on the accessibility page, and given that there was no clear information on the OAI landing pages to indicate
what their specific purpose was, it took up until this point to realize my mistake.
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Task PSU-9 Narrative Analysis
In A1–A3, I made multiple errors. I would characterize these errors as memory lapse slips: I
forgot where the navigational links pointed, even though I had recently clicked on some of these
links� However, I believe this lapse is due to the over proliferation of menu items in the OAI environment and the semantic overlaps between menu item titles�
In A5, I made a similar memory lapse slip on the Accessibility page, due again perhaps to some
semantic overlaps between menu item titles�

Rhetorical Strategies
Another notable feature of the pdx�edu web ecosystem is its text heaviness� Almost every page is
dominated by text in the middle of the screen, with links pushed out to the margins� This is probably a direct result of limitations imposed by the content management system� Sharon Helms,
head of the PSU OIT content team, describes the arrangement as follows: “All pdx�edu sites that
are part of the ‘Enterprise’ central management use predetermined templates, which in Drupal
7 entails -- just text in the middle of the page� The links in the margins are a navigation feature
that’s consistent across all PSU sites�” (see Appendix D)� These structural limitations mean that,
rather than have large expanses of white space dominating the central real estate of PSU pages,
designers may feel compelled to fill this space with more and more text. Here, by way of example,
is the landing page for the accessibility pages that users are linked to from the footer of the main
pdx�edu page:
Another idiosyncrasy of this landing page, which for many users might be their first glimpse of
the university’s network of accessibility and disability resources, is its reliance on legalistic rhetoric� It begins with an advertisement of the university’s compliance with technical guidelines�
It then invites users to either “report an issue” or “file a complaint.” Certainly, having an open
communication system for the airing of grievances is a positive feature� But should this be the
first thing users are directed to?
In PCC’s model, the main accessibility page provides very little content� A short paragraph
describes a campus-wide commitment to accessibility and inclusion:

Who is responsible for accessibility at PCC?
We all are! Because accessibility is the work of the whole college, we formed
the PCC Accessibility Council, which brings together students, faculty, staff and
deans in the name of making PCC accessible. The steering committee meets
every term to identify necessary improvements. The committee oversees three
work groups that address barriers in our environments.

The main purpose of this page is to serve as a black box for the complexity of the accessibility
ecosystem: it’s focus is on clear navigation, not information� The large buttons in the center of
14
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the screen signify different pathways the user can take: the Students button leads to the disability
services website; meanwhile the Employees button leads to a subpage on the Human Resources
website� Below this are three slightly smaller buttons: Tools, Maps, and Shared Responsibility�
These first five buttons are labeled as “Resources.” Three more buttons are found below this,
labeled as “Committees�” These are Built, Digital, and Culture� I have included Disability Services
coordinator Kaela Parks comments here regarding the design features of this page (See Figure 10
and Appendix C)�
As Parks’ explanation makes clear, there is, in addition to the functional role of these page elements, a rhetorical role as well� Indeed, we might view web sites as a rhetorical negotiation
between an organization or institution and a user audience� In the case of PCC, the institution
in question has much of the same complexity as PSU, albeit organized somewhat differently.
Disability Services at PCC plays a similar role as the Disability Resource Center at PSU in some
keys ways� Both are responsible for overseeing the accommodations process and coordinating
accessible technology and furniture� However, Disability Services at PCC also oversees pro-active
accessibility outreach� This dual function is expressed succinctly in this sign from the PCC DS
main office at Sylvania Campus (see Figure 9)
The collaboration that the sign in figure 6 speaks to takes
place through the work of the Accessibility Steering
Committee and its constituent working groups� The
Accessible Digital Environments Committee (ADEC)
“improves PCC’s technology and communication” and
also manages the Accessibility pages (at PSU, by contrast, the Accessibility pages are managed by the IT
Accessibility Coordinator, housed within OIT)� The
Accessible Built Environments Committee (ABEC)
“supports efforts to create an accessible and welcoming
physical environment�” The Committee for an Accessible
College Culture (CACC) “creates an inclusive culture
by reducing isolation and connecting communities�”
Information about these committees including meeting
notes and policy documents can be found by following
the links on the main accessibility page� In addition,
according to Kaela Parks and Michael Cantino, the
Accessible Technology Committee (AT) oversees accessible devices and furniture, and the Access, Technology,
Education, and Training Teams (ATETT) manages tasks
such as “troubleshooting software � � � [and questions
of] capacity [and] logistics�” (see Appendix B)
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Figure 9

Similarly, the users that may need to access the PCC (and PSU) web ecosystem for accessibility
and disability are diverse and have widely differing needs. We might categorize these groups
broadly as follows: students, faculty, staff, independent contractors. We could subdivide each
of these categories according to whether the individual user has a disability and is registered
with the DRC or with HR, has a disability and is not registered with the DRC or HR, or does
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not currently have a disability. We could continue on this course of user profiling by noting that
“students” includes both current and prospective students� Of course, a true study of user stories and profiles would take far more time, and require a greater scope, than this project allows.
However, the above overview hopefully provides some sense of the complexity of the question of
user groups vis-à-vis these sites�
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“And then the committees—
yeah, those are the three main
working groups. So we wanted
to be able to highlight the work
and encourage more collaboration and engagement. . . you
know, it's both the steering
committee and the working
groups wanting to be able to
continue increasing awareness
and gaining more momentum.
We want more people to be
aware of the Council and the
working groups to be aware one, that it exists, two - the
examples of the kind of work
that's happening, and three to
serve as a collection point for
people who become aware and
are interested to be able to get
connected. To join, you know.”

Conclusions
Overview
Latour’s Aramis shows us how a network or technology can “speak” through the process of its
own creation; in this study, I have attempted to listen to the voices of these two web ecosystems,
by way of interviews and artifacts, in an attempt to learn what they have to tell us about their
own embodiment�
The problem with the PSU Accessibility pages, in my view, is that they have embodied, at least
up to the present moment, a medical/legalistic rhetoric of the body and of disability� This is true
at the level of language—the landing page for the Accessibility sites offers, as I have pointed out,
an appeal to procedural recourse: it projects an ethos of legal adherence� But it is also true at
the level of design� The user can try to navigate this ecosystem alone, but it is a text-heavy environment, in the way that legal systems often are; moreover, getting lost here is a real possibility,
implying the need for an advocate: one might feel the need to abandon the navigation system
and simply use the search command, or ask for help from a member of staff. Adding to this legalistic ethos is the sense of an adversarial relationship between institutional actors� We see this
most clearly in the OAI plus web pages, which are aesthetically and navigationally inconsistent
with the pages of other institutional actors�
However, what if what people with disabilities need is not an advocate, but a community? This
the potential solution offered by the social model of disability: if disability is created by society’s
disempowerment of people with physical and cognitive differences, then it can be remediated
through the intervention of a community of people acting in solidarity with all kinds of bodies
and minds� The PCC Accessibility pages come closer to the spirit of the social model of disability,
both at the level of language and at the level of design�
Consider again the landing page for the PCC Accessibility site: in the design of this page we can
see the human experiences of disability (students and teachers) elevated and supported by tools,
and by social organizations (the working groups that form the backbone of the institution’s
approach), which are visibilized here. This page closes with a comment field, but it is framed
as an invitation to dialogue, not an avenue for recourse� There are sections of text here, but the
implication of the content is different. The design of the site invites us not to learn about disability by reading about it, but through social involvement�
To put this in more explicitly rhetorical terms, the PSU web pages for accessibility and disability
partake in the classical tradition of judicial rhetoric� The exigence for their rhetorical situation,
as defined by Lloyd Bitzer, is the threat of a legal suit, and the pages meet this exigence with the
rhetorical language and embodied rhetoric of the legal system� The primary audience for this
rhetorical act may be students, faculty, and staff; but a mediated audience is always present in
the background: the Office of Civil Rights and its looming Resolution Agreement Timeline.
Meanwhile, the PCC pages for accessibility and disability partake in the classical tradition of
epideictic rhetoric. They offer praise to an evoked community of actors, and seek to strengthen
that community by listening to its needs and visibilizing its work� In addition, there is a clear
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emphasis on opening chains of communication, not through a legalistic framework of grievances,
but through building eunoia, or good will, via social dialogue� This is not to say that the PCC
pages do not also communicate to mediated audiences in government and the legal system; but
the evocation of this external audience here is less explicit� It is also not to say that the PCC site
is perfect� I encountered some areas of potential weakness in my testing of these pages, as well�
But the administrators of the PSU sites could learn much from the rhetoric and design decisions
made by the PCC team as they continue to revise their own site�

Requiem for a Website
As I write this report, a sentence years in the making is finally being carried out. The old pdx.edu
website, which has maintained its general layout and surface design without major alteration for
10 years (see Appendix D) will depart the earth in a few weeks. The PSU OIT staff is currently
transferring its content onto a new site, now hosted on an updated form of the Drupal CMS�
Judging by the prototypes flashing across my colleagues’ screens, the new pdx.edu site, with its
constituent pages for accessibility and disability services, will look quite different. New options
for navigation and layout seem to be available that may drastically improve users’ experience of
this site�
So, like Latour’s Aramis, this report is, in a way, a post-mortem� If future readers wish to view
the body described herein, they will have to consult a web archive like the Wayback Machine� My
hope is that many of the problems that plagued the old pdx�edu site will be ameliorated with the
transition to the new CMS� However, it has become clear that much of the work of migrating to
the new CMS will involve copying content from the old site and pasting it into the new one� As
a result, it is quite possible that some of the problems that existed in the old site will be carried
over to the new site via this transferal of legacy content�
Thus, I feel that this report may still be useful as the new pages for accessibility and disability
services continue to evolve� I recommend above all else that the PSU OIT team recommit itself
to user testing, that this user testing involve members of the disability community, and that it be
a regular and ongoing process� User testing implies a dialogic relationship, as Salvo reminds us
(276), and as such serves to empower users, and build bonds of community engagement� Testing
was conducted on the pdx�edu accessibility pages at some point prior to their initial roll-out, I
have learned, but no members of the disability community were involved (see Appendix E)� It
also is not clear to what extent the navigability of the broader web ecosystem was tested during
this process�
Furthermore, I would urge the administrators of the accessibility and disability sites to move
away from a judicial rhetorical approach, which is a reflection of a medical model of disability, as
I have pointed out, and toward a community-building rhetoric and design scheme, which reflects
the social model of disability� This will involve not only changing the kind of language used on
the site, but also continually refining its design in a way that improves navigability. Special attention should be paid to the integration of the OIT Accessibility pages with the OAI accessibility
resources, as I suspect that the discordances between these two sites will only continue after the
roll-out of the new pdx�edu site, due to the siloed nature of the OAI site�
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In addition, I would like to propose that the OIT Accessibility pages take the form of a centralizing nexus, bringing together all of the institutional and individual actors that take part in
accessibility and disability work across the PSU campus (see figure 11). Some effort was made to
this effect on the old pdx.edu site, but the effectiveness of these efforts may have been hindered
by the constraints of the former CMS, which forced most links out to the margins of the page�
There may be hurdles to overcome in creating an Accessibility site that serves as a centralized
gateway to pages and resources that are owned by independent institutional actors� It should be
noted however, that this gateway will not be the only gateway, but one among many� The point is
not to impose the will of one actor on others, but to create a pathway into the network that is as
accessible as possible to all users� The design of this page can and should embody the community
of users that it seeks to evoke, as I have argued that the PCC Accessibility page does so well�
As PCC Accessibility Specialist Michael Cantino says, speaking of the university’s Accessibility
page “the Access page [the former PCC Accessibility page] � � � kind of was stuck in there and
[said] � � � here’s the steps we’re taking to address barriers for students with disabilities� But I
think this [new] accessibility page goes the next step into really talking about the cultural aspects
and bringing that to the forefront� And saying it’s not just about adapting things after the fact�
It’s about disability culture and being a part of how that fits into our community. And kind of
exploring all the different ways that that has a major impact on everybody at the college.” (see
Appendix B)

Recommendations
• The PSU Accessibility page should be more consciously configured as a centralized nexus point for information related to accessibility and disability with care
given to centralizing and clarifying the navigational framework.
• The PSU Accessibility page and its subpages should be reconfigured to convey a
community-centered rhetoric in line with the social model of disability. Text-heavy
pages should be edited for clarity.
• To the extent that such coordination is possible, site administrators throughout
the pdx.edu network, and in particular those sites related to accessibility and disability, should attempt to harmonize navigation layouts, and improve interlinking
between sites.
• Administrators of PSU of pages related to accessibility and disability should
recommit to user testing. These tests need to involve members of the disability
community, must test wider user journeys that encompass multiples sites (OIT and
OAI, for example), and should be conducted regularly.
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Executive Summary
In my report, I examine the web ecosystems for Portland State University (PSU) and Portland
Community College (PCC), focusing on the pages at each institution devoted to accessibility
and disability services� I found inspiration for my approach in the work of Bruno Latour and
his 1993 book Aramis, or the Love of Technology and Latour’s techniques of scientification and
prosopopeia�
I start by noting that throughout the United States, universities and community colleges have
come under increasing pressure to implement more rigorous accessibility standards, often in
the form of resolutions of compliance with the Office of Civil Rights (OCR). This is the case at
Portland State University, which is currently party to a Resolution Agreement with the OCR�
I discuss two of the analytical frameworks that I used in this study: design and rhetoric� In seeking to consider the theoretical concepts that underlie design thinking, I looked to Don Norman’s
model of the Seven Stages of Action� Norman’s model is useful because it provides a taxonomy of
error types which can be helpful in remediating designs more efficiently. I also pointed out that
the tenets of design thinking are infused in the way designers approach the web and are reflected
in real-world accessibility standards such as the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)
2�0�
I then move to a discussion of rhetoric, noting that design theory and rhetoric have been viewed
as interrelated fields by thinkers in the past. I give a brief overview of Aristotle’s schools of rhetoric, focusing in particular on forensic/judicial rhetoric and epideictic rhetoric� I also discuss the
rhetorical framework behind the medical and social models of disability�
I continue with an examination of the PSU and PCC accessibility pages (see figures 1 and 2). I
have diagramed the architecture of these sites and noted some of the idiosyncrasies of the PSU
site, such as an inconsistency between link titles and link destinations, and prototype incongruities caused by links that lead to child pages and not parent pages� I also point out that the OAI
pages have a distinct layout and navigation schema from the rest of the network and are insufficiently interlinked with other pages in the network�
I conduct a cognitive walkthrough of these sites, with nine tasks to test the sites’ architectures,
as well as their navigation and wayfinding systems which I diagram in table form (see figures 3
and 4). I also provide a narrative corrolary to this table. I discovered little difference between
the length of successful wayfinding routes on both networks, but a large difference with regard
to unsuccessful attempts on the PSU site; in other words, users are more likely to get lost on the
PSU site, particularly when traversing between the OIT and OAI pages for accessibility�
I then examine the rhetoric of the respective landing pages for accessibility at PSU and PCC�
I note the legalistic rhetoric of the PSU page (see figure 5), which I link to Aristotle’s judicial
rhetoric and the medical model of disability� I compare this to PCC’s accessibility page, which
I present in Latourian fashion with relevant quotes from Kaela Parks, Director of Disability
Services at PCC (see figure 6). In its design we can see the human experiences of disability
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(students and teachers) elevated and supported by tools, and by social organizations (the
school’s various working groups), which are visibilized here� The design of the site invites us not
to learn about disability by reading about it, but through social involvement� Finally, I imagine what a similar site architecture might look like at PSU, and offer a preliminary schema (see
figure 7).
I conclude by pointing out that the old pdx�edu site is in the process of migrating to a new CMS
and that its look and struture may change substantially� However, it is my hope that the site
owners will consider implementing the following recommendations:

• The PSU Accessibility page should be more consciously configured as a centralized nexus point for information related to accessibility and disability with care
given to centralizing and clarifying the navigational framework.
• The PSU Accessibility page and its subpages should be reconfigured to convey a
community-centered rhetoric in line with the social model of disability. Text-heavy
pages should be edited for clarity.
• To the extent that such coordination is possible, site administrators throughout
the pdx.edu network, and in particular those sites related to accessibility and disability, should attempt to harmonize navigation layouts, and improve interlinking
between sites.
• Administrators of PSU of pages related to accessibility and disability should
recommit to user testing. These tests need to involve members of the disability
community, must test wider user journeys that encompass multiples sites (OIT and
OAI, for example), and should be conducted regularly.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Accessibility Policy and Timeline for EIT
https://cat�pdx�edu/2017/11/26/website-accessibility-standards-compliance-will-be-hitting-psu-soon/
Website Accessibility Standards Compliance will be hitting PSU soon
The University has recently drafted an Accessibility Policy for EIT (Electronic and Information
Technology)� Accessibility means making the content of your site or course equally available to
all people, including (but not limited to) ones with recognized visual, aural (hearing), cognitive,
and mobility disabilities�
A large driver behind this push was a Resolution Agreement that PSU made with the Office of
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Civil Rights regarding complaints levelled at various PSU web assets� The Resolution Agreement
prescribes a timeline for the University to meet compliance goals� The Accessibility Policy is a
rather general top-level document about what constitutes compliance and reach� The primary
interest for the CAT is about website accessibility as it applies to this policy�
We have attended an initial training session as required by the Resolution Agreement� This gives
us a rough idea of what the policy requires although specifics of what they are seeking may not
be clear until the newly hired PSU IT Accessibility Coordinator comes on board and an audit is
performed�
This policy can substantially affect the wide array of web assets provided by faculty, staff, students and researchers in MCECS including team/group websites, web applications, research
projects, departmental information, and faculty pages� The policy compliance applies to both the
web frameworks in use as well as how the content is structured and presented�
We will keep you all posted about requirements and contact MCECS web developers and content
creators on our web infrastructure as we learn more� Bringing the CAT website into compliance
is going to be our first experiment.

Timeline:
EIT Accessibility Policy finalized – By Oct 31
Policy Submitted to the Office of Civil Rights (Dept of Education) – Oct 31
Training for web administrators – Oct – Dec
PSU IT Accessibility coordinator on-board – Early Dec
Selection of Accessibility Auditor – by Dec 31
Completion of audit – June 2018
Propose Corrective Plan – June 2018
Complete Corrective Action Plan and Final Report – March 2020
Affects on people using the campus Drupal system for their departmental websites:
Ucomm will be bringing a new and compliant version of the Drupal framework on line soon�
However, it is our understanding that migration of existing content on the old Drupal site will be
a manual process while examining it for compliance� Training for Campus Drupal webmasters
and content creators is expected soon�

Affects on people developing and maintaining their own websites in MCECS:
Website developers and maintainers will be responsible for meeting compliance requirements�
As we learn more, the CAT will provide advice and guidance� At this time, we don’t know how
this affects old project websites and user web pages maintained by faculty. The policy has some
language in there for exemptions�
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Web Accessibility Standards Mandated by the Policy:
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2�0 at the AA level of Success Criteria
Web Accessibility Initiative Accessible Rich Internet Applications Suite (WAI-ARIA) 1�0

Resources:
Resolution Agreement – https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/investigations/
more/10172155-b.pdf
Final Draft of EIT Accessibility Policy – https://www.pdx.edu/ogc/sites/www.pdx.edu.ogc/files/
PSU%20EIT%20Policy%20Final%20Draft.pdf
W3C Documentation on WCAG 2.0 Standard – https://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/wcag
W3C Documentation on WAI-ARIA 1.0 Standard – https://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/aria

Appendix B
Interview with Kaela Parks and Michael Cantino (Feb 27, 2020)
Conducted by Adam McBride-Smith
AM: Let me I’ll just kind of introduce myself beyond what I said in my email� So, my name is
Adam McBride Smith� I’m in the master’s program in professional technical writing at PSU�
Working towards this specialization in accessibility and accessible design� And I’m also working
in the OIT content team and also under Michelle Bromley the IT accessibility coordinator� But
this is this project is independent from that work� This is for a paper that I’m writing for a class
kind of my Keystone class in the program� And I don’t have a lot of time to do it, but I’m sort
of envisioning it as a kind of ethnographic study in a sense of, of PSU’s Disability Services, and
accessibility team and then you know, the parallel team here at PCC and kind of looking at how
that’s expressed through the web footprint of those teams and those departments� That’s what
I’m at. So if I could ask you just briefly, what are your names and what are your roles here at
PCC?
KP: Sure� I’m Kayla Parks and I’m the director of disability services�
MC: I’m Michael Cantino, I’m an accessibility specialist�
AM: Great� Thanks� And I, I’ve heard of both of you� And it’s a it’s a real pleasure to meet you�
I’ll get out a pen here just in case I want to take notes� So, second question: PCC has a reputation
for being a regional leader in accessibility and disability Services� So what do you what do you
credit that reputation or that success to?
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MC: Kaela Parks!
KP: I think that we have taken an approach that focuses on collaboration� I think that that’s
what’s helped us to be successful� So we haven’t tried to make accessibility work happen through
our disability services, position alone, but rather have tried to strengthen relationships with
allies, with colleagues, with peers so that we have more of a sense of shared responsibility,
shared investment� And I think we’ve done that� And when I say investment, I mean, like actually putting in time, energy, resources to make things happen� Our accessible building feature
maps, I think are one of my favorite examples of that� And it really it started back in what 2013
or so with a conversation where we said, Wow, we need a better way to represent information
to people who want to navigate our spaces� And we can’t do it alone from DS and the web team
can’t do it alone and facilities can’t do it alone� But by golly, if we get together, what could we
do? And so I think it’s that kind of an approach of recognizing that we need to work together that
allows us to do some, I think kind of big and exciting and progressive projects that people may
not envision as being something that they could take on� If they were thinking about it from just
a kind of a, a disability office viewpoint.
AM: Yeah, that’s great�
MC: I think that’s true� That’s true� Because I think the thing is, when I’m talking about other
colleges and things that they kind of take note that PCC is doing� It’s the things when we’re
reaching out and working outside of our department and especially like working closely with IT
or with web team� So yeah, just not thinking of it as being siloed in just our DS role, but how that
affects the community and the college on a wider scale. Yeah,
AM: Yeah, that’s a really interesting point and kind of gets at some of the questions that I’m
going to be asking� So what do you think? What allows that sort of cross-departmental collaboration, anti-siloing culture to exist?
MC: I think, from my perspective, and I’ve been here for a couple years, so I haven’t been here
for a very long time� But I think that it’s mostly been reaching out and kind of like actively pursuing those things� It doesn’t, it doesn’t seem that they naturally come to us� It’s usually saying we
have this idea, but we’re not going to be able to make it by ourselves� We really need to bring in
these other stakeholders and get them to better buy in but also their assistance and their expertise to help us really make these things work. So I it’s definitely an active bid, I think, for us to do
that outreach, get the partnerships going, but then from there, it’s just maintaining�
KP: I think we have a lot of enthusiasm and optimism, you know, and when you bring that,
and then I think also helping people see how it’s actually going to benefit them too. So like an
example of that would be classroom furniture� For a long time, we were operating in a way that’s
very similar to how other colleges and universities do, which is to try to move furniture, each
term to where a student needs it� And that was really taxing, logistically challenging, especially
as an open enrollment institution where people often don’t register until right before classes
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begin and then change schedules� But what we realized is it wasn’t only taxing and challenging
for us and for our students, but it was also challenging for facilities who were a partner to us in
terms of doing some of those moves� And so we actually connected with facilities to talk about
how this was a challenge for both of us� And we built kind of a data plan or picture if you will,
you know how many how many work orders does this prompt does this require? What kind of
risks are we Introducing two employees when they have to move furniture? And then together
myself and the facilities director at the time, requested time with our deans of instruction from
each of the campuses� And we made a pitch to them as decision makers who oversee budget for
classroom furniture� And we said, this is a pitch that we’re making on multiple fronts� And we
extend we had qualitative type stuff where we had quotes from students who didn’t have furniture that worked for them and the impact it had on them� And then we had like numbers from
facilities with work orders� And together that pitch was stronger than it would have been if it had
been just either one of us making it and so it was going to benefit facilities it was going to benefit us. And we were able to make that argument to these campus decision makers in a way that
made sense to them� But we got a commitment in the room, you know that they were going to
invest dollars so that we could have standards be more uniformly met in terms of having a height
adjustable table and having we wanted two height adjustable, not height adjustable, ergonomic
adjustable chairs, one with arms, one without, as a default� And then we said,
AM: In every classroom?
KP: In every classroom, and then if there is some need to do adjustments, still it will be a much
smaller volume of need, which will be better for the employees and the students� And so I think
it’s that kind of helping people see how working together is going to benefit, not just our goals,
but you know, it’s going to help others in ways that are tangible and that matter to them�
AM: Yeah�
MC: Like too is the reaching out to other departments trying to fix kind of a need. It’s not I think
what we’re finding is like, it’s not that they’re resistant or that they’re, they’re not doing these
things because they’re, there’s some resistance to it� It’s a lot of just about raising awareness� Did
you know that this is an issue? or do you know that we that these are the things that we need to
be doing and accommodate students? and so Just kind of raising awareness seems to be a big
step in the right direction for starting these partnerships�
AM: Yeah, absolutely� So it sounds like there was some degree of research user research, if we
want to call it that, or, you know, put put into making this pitch is, is that the case? And how,
how was that done? Who did that work?
KP: Yeah� So, so we’re a large Oregon institution, right� So, for Disability Services, we have
campus office assistants at each of our locations. And they were the ones who were primarily
kind of responsible for that logistics work� So they were eager to help document what this looked
like from their perspective� So they they helped Marshal some of the data that we needed in
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terms of we wanted to have a solid pitch� So, what are the number of rooms? How many have
furniture now and how many don’t? So, a first step in this was making sure we had some good
kind of spreadsheets, by campus by building by floor, documenting where we had accessible
furniture and where we didn’t, and the status of that equipment because obviously, chairs don’t
stay functional forever� So having a chair in the room isn’t enough if it’s falling apart if it’s lost,
you know, some of its function. So status, condition, and just availability was a first kind of data
gathering piece that our campus based Disability Service Office assistants did. And then we
had a clear sense of how many dollars are we talking about how many chairs how many tables
are needed� And then on the facility side, they they have an existing system with work order�
So it was easy for them to also generate some data regarding the requests that come in� And
the kind of the time and the time was a big part of it� Because if folks in the custodial crews are
moving furniture, it means that they’re not using that same time to take care of the facilities�
It’s a trade off. And so the data came from both sides. And then in terms of making the pitch,
it was important for us to say, you know, we know that not every not each campus is going to
have the resources right now to do a one time investment and bring all of these spaces up� So we
wanted the commitment that this would be a priority. And then different campuses had different
approaches for how to make it happen� One campus immediately invested because they had just
had planning and capital construction activities that had created new spaces that already had
that furniture in place� And they had just a couple more buildings that they could bring up to the
standard quickly� And so they did that� Some other campuses had a more complicated journey
ahead of them because there were more buildings that had a greater level of need� And so part of
it was making that pitch and getting the commitment and then part of it was staying attentive to
the progress being made� And there’s actually kind of a second part to this, which is one of the
campuses had greater difficulty in getting all that furniture in place as quickly. And so one of our
office assistants built out another kind of spreadsheet showing the current status, this is now a
couple of years later, and we made a pitch for one time funds, and we brought that whole campus
up in one go� And so I think part of it is about making the pitch and getting the buy in� And then
part of it is about remaining attentive, because, you know, attention moves to other things� And
if we didn’t actually get where we were trying to go, we can’t lose sight of it� And so we need to
revisit� And so that was a part of this too� It’s, it’s an initial collaboration to make something
happen, and then knowing that it won’t happen overnight, remaining committed to looking for
additional opportunities and helping to nurture it along�
AM: And that’s interesting� I mean, there’s two interesting things there one, which you’re I’m
sure very aware of, and I’m just realizing is a really important question here, which is the dispersed nature of the PCC campus with all of the different campus locations. That’s one huge
challenge to overcome there� The other thing I’m wondering is when you talk about commitment,
commitment to a project like that over the course of years is part of that because the same people
are overseeing these projects from year after year, I mean, is there���Do you feel like, you know,
having a low turnover, for example, might have something to do with that?
KP: That’s a great question� Actually, there was quite a bit of turnover in some of those leadership positions� And so for me, when I say we got commitment, what was important to me was not
only in the room to have people verbalize a commitment, but I got it in writing� So when people
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moved on to other positions, and someone new was stepping in one of the things I wanted to do
was make sure they were aware of this commitment that their predecessor had made� So I would
share that�
AM: Okay, great� But you’ve obviously been in this position and certain certain stakeholders
have been in their position long enough to kind oversee this process�
KP: Yeah, but I think there is often turn over, and this is one of the challenges in higher education is that you have kind of a constant churn of people moving in and out of different roles. And
so I think this is one of the challenges and moving the moving the needle or moving, you know,
moving the project along is that people who understood the nature of the need and committed to
it or may not remain in that position to see it through� And so that’s where I do think that written
documents, communication, and making sure that we don’t lose sight of it is important�
AM: Yeah� And I’ll just say as a side note, I would love to see any of those pitch documents, but
I know they’re probably confidential. I won’t a push my luck but if there’s anything like that, that
that’s a part of this process, document wise that you could share�
KP: Well, the furniture one actually, are you familiar with AHEAD ? It’s the association on
higher education and disability� And they had a while back a data competition, exemplars, using
using data to inform practice� And that was one of the examples we submitted and we actually got a prize on it� So I’d be happy to share that� Yeah, materials I do� It’s actually posted on
AHEAD website� That example happens to have some good backup� Yeah�
AM: So I have some other questions� There’s so many interesting things here� And I’ll let me
come back to them depending on how much time we have for this interview. But really briefly,
can you just give me a sense of, you know, so at PSU, for example, we have DRC� We have, we
have OIT we have OAI and we have HR all involved in different parts of the accessibility and
Disability Services universe� What are the constituent parts of your universe here, and you don’t
have to give me a really in depth just a brief map�
KP: Have you seen our accessibility site?
AM: Yes� And I’m getting to that�
KP: That tries to kind of lay out how we’ve organized things here� So, for us, you know, we
have an accessibility council with a steering committee, but it’s the four working groups that I
think really get at those stakeholder involvement areas� So we have our accessible built environment� We use a co-chair model that tries to bring in individuals who are most heavily involved
in the work for that area� So facilities management, facilities maintenance, sorry, planning
and capital construction, transportation� These are all critical players in our accessible Built
Environment Committee� So facilities and disability services are kind of the CO chairs, but that’s
who comprises that group is really folks who have to do with planning, capital construction,
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transportation, all of those pieces that are related to our built environment� Then we have our
digital environment committee, and that one is a tri-chair Model where we have Disability
Services, web team, and online learning� And we have faculty and student and library, library is
actually a really strong partner� And so that’s digital� And then we have an AT Committee, which
has actually been around for quite a while� And that one uses student technology fee dollars
to invest in technology that will directly improve access� We used a matched funding model
for that� And so our partners there can be quite varied� Everything from getting PE equipment
that’s more universally, or more adaptable to getting height adjustable tables in our libraries
for the book scanning stations, a lot of individual loaner devices like live scribes� So that group
has faculty, library, Disability Services, IT, students. But it’s a little different from the ADEC.
So the digital environment is more about policy procedure for an accessible environment, AT
committee is more about tactical, where people are actually interacting with technology� And we
described technology in pretty broad terms in the AT committee, like I said, even even tables and
workout equipment, it’s not just about digital technology� And then the newest working group is
our committee for an accessible college culture� And that’s the one that Patricia is a co-chair of,
and it’s really exciting to see the work that that group is beginning to do� An example of a recent
accomplishment, they were able to get audio description added as one of the kind of standard
offerings for our theater production.
AM: Oh, wow, great�
KP: It’s wonderful� Yeah� They created an inclusive event planning checklist� To help people
in other parts of the college think about how they are designing and marketing opportunities
for people to come together� They’re working on our service animal policy to do kind of revision. And so I think what’s important about these different examples and these different kind
of engagement points is they’re actually writing the policy� Right? The Digital Environment
Committee is the one who wrote our Accessible Technology Policy that’s published and enforced�
They wrote the procedures� So we’re trying to make sure that the people who are most directly
impacted are the ones who are doing the work� And it’s not DS doing this� Yeah�
MC: There’s also one more working group is our, I can’t remember what the initial are for
ATETT,
KP: Access, Technology, Education, and Training Teams�
MC: Our disability services tech team is working really closely with it on nuts and bolts about
like troubleshooting software, how things are getting deployed, and what’s being made available
to students� Where are they and in what capacity� So logistics�
AM: So, right, so these these committees are they’re empowered to make decisions to write
policy� It sounds like they they meet fairly often and work in close proximity�
KP: The working groups meet monthly, the steering committee meets once per term, okay� And
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we have the working groups, kind of push their recommendations, things that we’re proud of,
and also things that need that we need help with up to the steering committee, and then our
steering committee reports directly to president’s cabinet�
AM: Okay� Okay, great� That is all very helpful� I’m turning to the IT side� Let’s see� Well,
actually, let me let me back up� It doesn’t sound like this is the case� But with these various stakeholders, Do you ever feel like there’s any it sounds like siloing is not an issue that you’re running
into? Do you ever feel like there’s any confusion of roles happening between these different
actors? If not, how Have you avoided that?
KP: Yeah, I think confusion is a natural part of like any process� You know what I mean� But I
think what’s important is that when there’s confusion about roles or process that there’s kind of
some space made to surface those questions and try to sort it out� So I think absolutely confusion
is something that occurs� Especially as things are evolving, you know, what else would you say?
MC: I think we we try� Confusion can always be completely avoided� I think we try a lot in our
working groups to really be explicit about who’s responsible for certain tasks� So it’s something
we’re always trying to kind of put, kind of, wrap up nicely before we move on� So, here’s the thing
that needs to get done� And this is going to be this person’s responsibilities� So the next time we
meet up is at least clear about what the roles are there� So there’s still things that we can get confused about, but at least we try and mitigate some of it there by being explicit� And really that’s
the word�
AM: I like that�
MC: I’m saying, Yeah, this is how how we’re seeing this ambition going forward, and let’s kind of
codify that a little bit� So, at least for the time being, we’re clear on our expectations
AM: Does it end up documented? Or is it kind of more informal?
MC: Lots and lots and lots of meeting notes?
KP: Yeah, documentation is key� And I think that that is an area I’m Oh, I’m always feeling like,
Oh, we can do it even better� You know what I mean? And I think pruning can become a really
important but often it’s hard to find time for activity. So we have an internal wiki here at the
college� And that’s where we have housed, meeting minutes project notes, reports� And I think
the challenge, like I said, is pruning, and making sure that people can find the most critical and
relevant information� And that is a challenge� And we’re always looking at ways to improve that�
In fact, I mean, that’s one of the things I had a meeting earlier today, we’re in our digital environment committee, we’re talking about how to use a relatively new to the college tool to improve
our workflows, and to make the results of our accessibility testing more findable by people
who need them� So I think it’s ongoing, it’s iterative� We do the best we can with what we can
with what we have, but like as you know, better you do better� So� But yeah, documentation is
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important� Yeah,
AM: Absolutely� Well, that’s, that’s really interesting� Okay, now turning more to the IT side� So
I’m really interested in the accessibility landing page for PCC, and I’m just wondering how you
developed that layout, and who was involved in designing it�
KP: Our web team is awesome� So it was a collaborative process, you know, we, we had actually been talking for a while about really wanting to have an accessibility web presence� That
was public facing� And high level� We had a lot of information already in that wiki, I was talking
about spaces, but that’s only for our internal community� And even then, it’s like, not everyone is
going to find it. We had, oh gosh, a while back, built an accessibility page that wasn’t a full site. It
was an accessibility page that pointed to some of the other critical resources� And it had a feedback form� And that feedback form is actually a really important aspect of the whole Accessibility
Council� We want to make sure we have ways for people to give feedback� That’s quick, easy, easy
to find. It was always in the footer, you know, easy to get to. But what we felt like was we wanted
to be able to kind of tell the story better about about what happens when we become aware of a
gap that needs to be closed or you what I mean and so that’s where we are approached web team
who’s a member of ADEC anyway, co chair, right? And said, we really want to do this, how can
we do this best? And we had some kind of design meetings with someone on web team, who’s,
I think, you know, pretty skilled at kind of figuring out a way to represent information based on
what people want to share� And then we had an iterative process� And so the CO chairs of the
different working committees had the chance to give input to check out the design as it was being
shaped up� And then we went live when everyone was happy�
AM: How many? I don’t know if you remember, but how many iterations do you think it went
through?
KP: We could ask Wendy, she might remember, I think maybe like, three, three or four maybe�
And our web team likes to do usability testing� So like, they would mock something up and then
see what we thought as accessibility council folks, but they always also have just like students,
you know, would this make sense to you? How would you navigate this? And they observe them�
And so I think that’s kind of both of those things were important feedback from us as the council
and then feedback from end users�
MC: I think that that web page, the accessibility pages is important, and I think is a really
great addition to our online presence� We have a ton of resources posted on the PCC website
for Disability Services� And like when I got here, I know there was like the Adapt page, where it
has information about assistive technology that we have all over the campus, special equipment
you can get from us, special equipment you can get from the library, all that kind of stuff. And
then we had another page, the Access page that was a really great resource for faculty about,
here’s how you can make accessible documents and all these different formats and some kind
of general information there� That was great and really useful information� But I think it kind of
always kind of was stuck in there and kind of what I think is the how we’re often thinking about
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disability in education, and it’s kind of like, here’s how we, here, here’s the steps we’re taking to
address barriers for students with disabilities� But I think this accessibility page kind of goes the
next step into really talking about the cultural aspects and bringing that to the forefront� And
saying it’s not just about adapting things after the fact� It’s about disability culture and being a
part of how that fits into our community. And kind of exploring all the different ways that that is,
has a major impact on everybody at the college� So that’s an excellent addition�
AM: Yeah, yeah�
KP: I think that’s a really key point and I think that’s been something thing that we’ve talked
about in the Accessibility Council is recognizing it’s not just students with disabilities, it’s
humans, people, employees, community members� I think that that’s a really important point
and you know, having some core values that, that recognize disability as a valued and positive
aspect of diversity is a different kind of framing.
AM: Yeah, absolutely� Yeah� And I’m glad to hear that - my suspicion was that that page had
been well, usability had been tested for usability� And it sounds like it was quite thoroughly� I’m
wondering, sometimes there are sort of style considerations for a website, particularly a large
sprawling website like a university website� Were there any sort of tensions or friction involved
in saying, okay, we’re, we’re going to make this page this way and it doesn’t exactly conform to
the way the the rest of the website is? Or did you feel like you have leeway kind of do what you
wanted with it?
MC: I’d be curious� I’d be surprised if there were acts I know that we my understanding is that
our website has some has pretty good accessibility scores, generally� And so I think a lot of
those kind of, what’s the word I’m looking for, like norms for our designs across pages, already
included all those accessibility things that we needed� So I wouldn’t anticipate that there was a
bunch of challenges or pushback on including back into the site�
KP: Yeah, I mean, I think that our web team has been committed to web accessibility for quite
some time� And so any of the public facing pages that are authored through our CMS, they, they
they monitor and ensure that they’re going to be conforming, we have less we have a we have a
more centralized web management approach here that at some colleges and universities� I think
when you have a really decentralized model, you end up with a lot more variation in the kind of
look and feel as well as in the usability. And so I think one of the benefits of the approach that’s
been put in place here is that there is generally a more consistent user experience� There is generally more kind of alignment with the the guiding principles behind the web design process�
There are certainly some pages that are older, and some that are newer, those that are newer, I
think, probably better reflect the movement that Web Team has been has been, you know, kind
of the direction they’ve been going. So making sure that things work well with different devices,
mobile devices, thinking about how long it takes for pages to load� These have been considerations for a while in addition to conforming to web to buy cash� In terms of color contrast and,
and sizing issues�
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AM: Yeah, yeah� And when you mentioned that, yeah, that that is an interesting point, because
I think that that accessibility page probably works really well on a mobile device, whereas others
that I’ve seen would not. I think what’s interesting to me are those like five central buttons, that
kind of lead just about everything. And there’s other stuff on there. I mean, mission statement,
five central buttons and I, I’m not a student here, so I haven’t explored the vast array of PCC
pages� But that does seem like a little bit of a departure from the kind of norm of other pages,
although I noticed a lot of pictures do have buttons on them�
KP: Yeah, I think this is more than the approach that my team has been pursuing is, and I think
using images in a way to help convey meaning, rather than a wall of text type page, trying to
make them dynamic and engaging� I think one of the things they’re trying to do too, is to really
think about, you know, our audience is very diverse� And so we have people who are learning
English people who are, you know, brand new to any kind of higher ed� You know just thinking
about this as a as a place for them� So I think that that usability testing, and and really trying to
make a web presence that’s inviting and that doesn’t feel I guess elitist or something, you know
what I mean? Yeah� So that’s what the direction they’ve been trying to go is responsive, dynamic
and kind of cook Yeah� Opening�
AM: Yeah� Yeah�
MC: Yeah� And especially being being an open enrollment institution where we take all comers�
Having that kind of inviting, they should also just I want to say accessible but not in���like, palatable or, like, easy to digest, is important not just for our population, but for a wide swath of our
students�
KP: And honestly, if you think about universal design principles, you know, it’s not just about
technical conformance to WCAG, it’s about simple and intuitive navigation, it’s about ease of use,
tolerance for error� You know, these are all principles of universal design that I think� I mean, I
think I see them reflected in the work that Web Team has been doing.
AM: Yeah, yeah, tolerance for error is an interesting one� Because I think thinking of that landing page, if you get lost if you go down the wrong rabbit hole, it’s pretty easy to get back and then
go down the right rabbit hole, which I like about that design� Okay, I think I’ve answered these
two questions, actually� So getting to my last couple of questions� Do you, do you may not but do
you have or actually before I asked that, what is the CMS that you use to design if you don’t mind
me asking?
KP: We’re using WordPress�
AM: Okay� Good to know� Other question, do you have analytics data that shows how users
interact with the site? You may not� Yeah,
KP: Yeah� I mean, there’s Google Analytics� Yeah� And then we also use side improve� Those are
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a little bit different, but we use both of those tools.
AM: Yep� I’m familiar with both� Cool� Okay� And another question: do you have any frustrations
or seeing areas for improvement with any of the subjects we’ve talked about? Maybe frustrations
isn’t the right word, but do you see areas where you might want to focus attention on improving
in the future? Always?
KP: Yeah, no, I think I think always I mean, I think I think of all of this work is iterative� I don’t
think you’re ever done� You know what I mean? And so I think there’s always relationships to
strengthen� There are you know, One of the things that’s interesting to me we do a lot of training
and awareness building� And yet, every time we do one there are people in the room who have
never heard about this that or the other, things that they said, Wow, I wish I would have known
about that� So I think there’s a lot of work to do in terms of making sure that people are really
able to benefit from what’s here and available to them. And so often, it’s just, it’s just hard. You
know, there’s a lot of information out, people are living busy lives� And so whether we’re talking
about students or instructional faculty or colleagues in different areas of the college, I think
there’s always an opportunity to, again, strengthen relationship and increase knowledge and
awareness�
AM: Yeah, absolutely�
MC: Training and awareness is always what comes to mind for me� It always could be improved�
And as far as like improving things, I mean, we’re always coming up with new ideas� You know,
oh well, we’re doing it this way� But what if we didn’t, yes, that’d be really cool and then kind
of chasing those down� And then we always come up with new ideas along the way� So I think
there’s that outward thing of like, we want toimprove awareness and kind of skill and advocacy
in our staff and students and faculty, but but also kind of internally for ourselves kind of always
looking at what we’re doing� And can we do that in a better way? Or are there ways that we can
tweak things to be doing things to improve our work or improve the student experience? Yeah�
AM: Yeah, I mean, I guess one question I have in relation to I think when in doing these interviews at PSU, one thing that I hear is some confusion� Maybe with faculty as to, you know, is
this���where do I go for accommodations, for example, or you know, is it the same place I need
to go for access Design advice? And are they the same thing? And, you know, there’s a kind of
confusion around that is I’m trying to formulate this question on the fly, but how do you kind of
navigate that potential confusion?
KP: I want to make sure to get a clarification on one part of that question. When you said “Who
do I go to for accommodation versus who do I go to for proactive design?” Do you mean employers looking for accommodation for themselves or employees looking for how to accommodate a
student?
AM: More for a student? I think generally, HR ends up being the place people go for their own����
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KP: That’s right. I think for that part of it then in terms of how do staff and faculty, both know
how to accommodate when needed and learn and practice how to be more proactively accessible�
What we did is we actually created our Access Tech Group� So we, we rely heavily on��� Yeah, so
access tight group is an email that’s pretty easy for people to read� Usually, it has a great phone
number, it’s PCC Tech on the phone, if you’re dialing it out sweets, don’t believe it wasn’t already
taken. So, so glad, we got that. And so in our like notification letters that go out to faculty in our,
like little promotional flyers and bookmarks, we even have USB drive, you know, whatever it is,
you know, we use that as a go to point of contact� And that group access tech group does both
proactive consulting work and more like remediation work� And so by having access tech group
be the point of contact for any access technology related questions, it simplifies it.
AM: So so if I understand you correctly, if if you have an immediate need a student with a disability in your class, and you need to, and you need to do accommodations work right now, or if
you’re just thinking proactively, and I want to design my class more accessibly, it would go to the
same group�
KP: Correct�
AM: Okay, that’s interesting�
KP: Yeah� And we have members of members of that group include our accessibility specialists,
our techs who’d actually do like document remediation or video captioning� I’m in that group,
we get all kinds of questions and that we kind of treat it almost���well, it’s not really like a ticketing system� But we make sure that we have, when something comes into that group, whoever
is going to pick it up and respond, replies back to the group so that other people know it’s taken
care of� But there’s enough people in the group that there’s usually someone who can pick it up
pretty quick� So it allows us to be responsive� And then this is this comes back to that whole, like,
I always think we can do it even better� Because it’s all going into one group and not to a series of
different individual email addresses. It means that we can also kind of potentially get a sense of
patterns, because it’s all in one bucket
MC: We all see the flow of emails come in. You know, so “Eric got all these requests for this one
thing and nobody else was aware because its all coming through the same chain�”
KP: So we end up actually talking about things that come in through that group� In some of
those other meetings� We were talking about at the ATETT meeting or, you know, it helps us I
think, yeah, have a shared level of awareness about the kind of nature of what we’re being asked
to do�
AM: What’s your ticketing system? If you don’t mind me asking?
KP: Well, we don’t really have a ticketing system in our own area� That’s why I’m saying because
air quotes like we’re using our group in that way� IT has a ticketing system�
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AM: Okay�
KP: And they use Case�
AM: Okay� Um, yeah, that’s it� And so has it always been that way? Or did you just make the
decision at some point to kind of merge all of that together,
KP: We made the decision to create the access tech group� I don’t remember what year� It was
before. I could find out I could look back and see.
AM: So previously, it was divided into kind of an accomodations site and an accessibility side
and then was brought together?
KP: Well, no, I’m just saying prior, we didn’t have that� Easy to remember easy to market content kind of access tech group� Yeah� So before people would respond to captions for captioning,
to textbook for textbook, you want I mean� Where often just to like a DS counselor, or some or
to me, or to our department account. But it was going, you know, requests would go to different
addresses� And so, creating the group was a way to help make sure that it was easier for the community to know how to get support� That was really and as we said, easier for us as a team to be
responsive to those requests and to get a better sense of the flow.
AM: So just to pinpoint one of those captioning requests, for example of any kind: academic
content, outward facing content, student content would all come into the same, system�
KP: Well of course, it gets more nuanced� Right� So let’s unpack that a little bit� Our web team
will not put any videos on the website unless they are already captioned� So no videos are our
public facing website unless they’re captioned that’s already an established kind of requirement�
We also have a group called media tactics which there’s actually a ton more committees you
know, what I mean? You really want to get into the whole lay of the land� But media tactics is a
variety of people who are involved with media and the college so video production folks, Web
Team, our team that group set a kind of a mandate that our YouTube channel would also meet
all of the you know, anything on our on our dedicated PCC YouTube channel would be captioned,
and so there was an effort there to make sure that that happened. So that means when people
are doing a project with our video production team, captioning is going to be a part of that
workflow. If people are if they’re instructional faculty, then we have tools and resources to help
ensure that videos are caption book when they’re going into a queue for being shared out� As it
stands in a class, if there’s video being used, it’s not all automatically required to be captioned
from the outset� But if there’s any student in the class who’s registered who we know would need
captioning, our accommodation management system does provide notification prior to the term
start. And then we have a real easy option for faculty to...there’s a whole workflow around that.
And so it routes information to our caption list and our team and to a point of contact in online
learning, depending on if the class is an online course or a face-to-face or hybrid course� And
then the actual workflow occurs, we use Kaltura, and we have a vendor, and so we can tag it. And
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so it happens, you know, in a pretty seamless way� So usually when we’re getting a request for
captioning through Access Tech it’s either a faculty member who wants to proactively caption
something, or it’s an instructor who’s in a class where there is a captioning need, and they just
realized, like 11 o’clock at night that this awesome video that they just saw has to be in their class
tomorrow, you know what I mean, like those last minute things� Yeah� So some things do come
that way� But we also did make a commitment� One of the things that gets interesting in captioning is what we have the right to caption proactively, meaning when we have an instructor who’s
creating their own content, of course, we can capture it� And so we’ve already made a commitment from our team that for instructor-generated multimedia content that is durable that you
intend to use for more than one term� We will caption it proactively before there’s a student
making a request� That’s true for instructor generated durable content� And that’s also true for
openly licensed content� We can proactively caption that using a remix, revise, you know, openly
licensed���we have the right to do that� What we really don’t do is proactively caption copyright
protected content when there’s not an act of request to prompt it� Does that makes sense?
AM: And so you already have the budget set aside to do the, the proactive captioning?
KP: Yeah, so typically, when it’s a proactive captioning request, the nice part is we don’t have
this like super short timeline that we’re trying to work under� So we have an in house captionist� And she actually has additional, like student workers� And so it’s a beautiful way to actually
train and get people up to speed on how to do captioning. So we tend to do the proactive stuff in
house� And in my mind, it’s actually a great you know, professional development is happening�
You know what I mean, and so we tend to use that third party vendor workflow for the accommodation requests that are time sensitive. And then we use our dedicated staff to help train and
educate more people on how to do captioning� Okay� So people learn how to do captioning by
captioning things that are needed that that aren’t needed tomorrow, under the supervision of
under the supervision
MC: ���of a more experienced captionist���
KP: That’s right�
AM: Okay, so Kaltura is doing some of it, but your in-house specialist is doing some of it as well�
KP: So, so, for an active accommodation request for a class that’s ongoing, it’s typically going to
happen through that Kaltura workflow. Although our in house capitalist might just step in and
do it if it’s really time sensitive� So, if it’s time sensitive, but not super time sensitive, it’s through
the vendor workflow. If it’s ultra high set time sensitive than our in house person does it. And
if it’s not time sensitive at all, then our in house person does it� So like as an example, we had
some math videos that are on our that are shared out on YouTube� And it was we were actually
shocked at how how many hits they have, and they were wildly popular� And this was before we
had that captioning to zero, YouTube, everything will be captioned� So they were out there, but
they weren’t fully caption. So that was an example of a proactive effort. That was actually, that
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came out of Media Tactics� We said, We need a way to identify what should be captioned proactively. And so this workflow got developed in media tactics where the person who’s responsible
for monitoring the YouTube account would identify high hit count videos that weren’t captioned
yet. and put them into a workflow. We would pick them up, do the captioning, and then they
would post the SRT files on the YouTube channel. So we each had a part to do in it.
AM: Yeah, that’s, that’s interesting to me, because I’m, I have my feet in that world with that
captioning workflow. Great. Well, thank you so much. I’m not going to eat up your whole day
with these but I could probably ask you questions for hours. Yeah, and so let me just finish by
saying if���let’s see, we talked about that pitch that is posted to AHEAD�
KP: So I will send you like a PowerPoint basically that was submitted�
AM: That would be great� Yeah, I would, since documentation is kind of my part of my thing�
And if there’s anything else like that, I don’t know to what extent analytics data can be shared,
or workflow data can be shared. But if there’s anything like that, that’s non-confidential that you
can share with me, I would certainly appreciate it� And it would help with kind of showing how
these processes work through documents� So yeah, thank you very, very much for meeting with
me�
KP: Yeah� Happy to!

Appendix C
Interview with Kaela Parks (March 9, 2020)
Conducted by phone by Adam McBride-Smith
KP: Disability Services� This is Kayla�
AM: Hi, Kaela� This is Adam McBride-Smith calling you� Are you free for a few minutes?
KP: Sure�
AM: Great� Yeah, I just wanted to follow up about our interview that we had, I guess it was
almost two weeks ago now� And hopefully this won’t take more than 15 minutes� Do you mind
if I record this all my notes? That’s okay� Okay, great� Yeah, thanks for agreeing to talk to me� I
do� Just had a couple of questions� First of all, about the looking over the MIDI notes, the accessibility committee notes, thinking about the how the new website into exist� And so it looks
like between May 22 and the October 18 meeting� This came up at the meeting twice� nothing
had happened in the interim� The second time it came up to date was set for for a workgroup
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meeting� And then it wasn’t mentioned again in the next meeting in May� I’m assuming�
KP: Which, which, which meeting notes are you looking at?
AM: I’m looking for I’m looking at the accessibility committee notes�
KP: The steering committee?
AM: Yeah, yes� During committee, sorry� Okay�
KP: So and I checked on the Wayback Machine and it looks like By July of 2019, the site had
completely changed and looks, looked at that point the way that it looks now� So I was just wondering since I can’t find a note for the ADEC committee, I was wondering if you can kind of, if
you can remember if you can fill out that timeline a little bit more in terms of what, what happened to make that I come into the being�Okay, well, I’m gonna have to consult my email thread,
probably� Web team is who we were working with� And so part of it was about web team having
time in their queue of projects� And some of this I mean, I can probably look through my email
threads and send you a note back. I don’t know if you want to wait here while I try to find related
emails�
AM: Yeah, if you think if you think you can find them and you don’t mind sending me a thread
or part of the tread, then I’m fine with that.
KP: Yeah, I just don’t have an answer for your just right off the, you know?
AM: Yeah, no, no worries� Okay, well, another question� I’m looking over the meeting notes it
says that you wanted at the time, and it’s a pretty brief note, but it says, I’m trying to find it here,
that you wanted a more comprehensive website, not just resource page, but more comprehensive� So I’m wondering what you had in mind, and if you knew already the direction that I was
headed, or if that was if that evolved over time?
KP: Yeah, I mean, we had the accessibility page that was really serving to point toward other
resources and and to have the feedback collection and we had made some changes to how that
feedback collection form worked� You know, in the past as well, but what we really wanted was
to have a more more of a site rather than a page where we could really highlight the work of the
council through the different working groups. So that’s what we were talking about there-wanting to have a, an actual site rather than just a gateway page�
AM: That’s interesting� So did the impetus for making the new site come from the committee’s
wanting their work to be more recognized or more transparent - was that sort of the impetus?
KP: Well, I think, you know, it’s both the steering committee and the working groups wanting to
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be able to continue increasing awareness and gaining more momentum� We want more people to
be aware of the Council and the working groups to be aware - one that it exists, two - the examples of the kind of work that’s happening, and three to serve as a collection point for people who
become aware and are interested to be able to get connected� To join, you know, to, we want to
make sure that we have good engagement from different parts of our college and a we’re really
large complex organization� And so, no single method of trying to increase awareness is going to
be sufficient by itself. You know, so a combination of direct invites to people a greater visibility in
our web presence� You know, we need all of those channels to kind of be working together to help
create the kind of community that we want�
AM: And when did you did you recognize any barriers along the way to to creating this, this sort
of accessibility page, but kind of like a nexus or a hub, were there was there any pushback from
from other parts of the institution or was that just kind of accepted is a good idea�
KP: Yeah, no, there wasn’t pushback, per se� I think it was more questions about what should
live where� And I think we’re still continuing to kind of wrestle with some of those questions,
you know� So for example, we have a lot of information around online content being made accessible, and that lives in our online learning instructional support area, but it’s really relevant to
a lot of people� And so we’ve, over time that page has changed as well, you know, it went from
being online courses, to online content� And recognizing that it’s not just instructors of online
courses who need that information, but it’s instructors at large and it’s also staff, it’s its employees, its students, it’s anyone who’s generating online content� And so, the challenges, you know
- where does that information best live? Where do people most readily find it, where would they
be looking for it and then trying to have as many cross links as possible� So that’s an example of
something we’ve been talking about is like, should that continue to live where it lives? Or should
it get woven in to the accessibility site? You know, so I think those kinds of questions we will continue to revisit, you know� There’s not a single right answer? So we’re trying to make sure that
the information is living in a place where it can be maintained, and where people are most likely
to find it.
AM: Yeah� Great� Any thoughts about the way this is laid out, you’ve got students employees, tools, map, shared responsibility� And then the committees: built, digital, and culture� I’m
talking about the main navigation buttons on the accessibility page� You’ve got sort of like roles,
students, employees, and then you’ve got tools, which are rules, maps and shared responsibility?
Although that’s sort of that’s a little bit conceptually different. And then that could be below I
guess what? What was what was the thinking and sort of breaking it out into different into like a
role-based approach? And then more of a tool-based approach and then also bring you the committee’s on the same page�
KP: Yeah, I mean, we wanted to make sure that the roles whether you’re a student or an
employee that you know you have rights and support in terms of any barriers that you might
encounter� And so because we want to be human centered, I think that’s why we wanted to start
at the top with whether you’re a student or an employee� There’s information you should know
and there are people who can help you navigate any kind of, you know, barrier that you might
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encounter� So I think it’s kind of just trying to be human centered, to have the people connections at the top� That next row with the tools, maps and shared responsibility - that’s where we
wanted to, you know, in terms of our page hit counts and what people are using and looking
for� The adaptive computing and accessible maps are both really frequently used parts of our
webspace� Those maps get a lot a lot of hits, in particular, the beginning of a term when people
were trying to find a way around. And so that’s part of why they’re featured. There are many
resources, there are more resources, but these are resources that we wanted to highlight� That’s
why the tools and the maps are there� The shared responsibility is in that same row because we
want to bring that piece into the center more� We want to really articulate this idea of shared
commitment and so the tools and maps are brought forward because we know people are looking
for that information and want it� The shared responsibility is brought forward because whether
people have already known they need it or not, we think it’s important� So we’re trying to center
it more� And then the committees - yeah, those are the three main working groups� So we wanted
to be able to highlight the work and encourage more collaboration and engagement�
AM: Yeah, that’s, that’s a great description that really helps make sense of it� I wonder if���I was
playing with a lot this morning trying to get from one place to another within the site� No wonder
if there’s been any thought about how this might evolve moving forward� I think I found myself
getting a little bit confused� Sometimes that’s what I should I needed to go into tools or shared
responsibilities to find something. You know, for example, how I would remediate a PDF or how
I would work with DLT, l two create accessibility to create better accessibility? Is that’s something you’ve been through with, with sort of overlapping, conceptual���overlapping concepts in
terms of the navigation?
KP: Well, I mean, I try to think of how to how to answer that, I think we’re trying to make sure
that we’re cross linking, right� So if you go to the shared responsibility, you’re going to have for
faculty and staff understanding the student accommodation process and creating accessible
content� So that’s going to point you toward all of that instructional support content that I was
referencing, or it’s going to point you into the Disability Services site� So procedurally, those are
the two locations where you’re going to have a lot more depth and breadth of information� So you
know, if somebody needs to understand the student accommodation process, the accessibility
site can point them where they need to go, whether that’s through the Student Resource tab or
if they went in through shared responsibility, it would be the accommodation process� But all of
the accommodation related information is going to be on the DS site� And so we’re just trying
to make sure there’s a link between accessibility and in that, that more formal, you know, set of
procedures, I guess� And then kind of the same thing, I guess a lot of instructors who have been
here for a while at least, may just already be going straight to the instructional support content,
because it’s been there for longer� But we wanted to make sure there’s cross links� So if somebody
comes into the accessibility site, they’re seeing that they can get training and support and how
to create accessible content� But there’s lots of other places in the college that also link to these
pages, right� So like, if you’re a faculty member, you know, you’re getting information from your
department chair, your division Dean, and also just like through our web portal� If you if you’re
a faculty member and you’re in myPCC, you’re going to have links that are going to point you
toward training materials� And creating accessible content� So there’s we’re not relying on one
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single path for someone to get to where we hope you know what I need to be� There’s going to be
multiple pathways and ways to get in� Okay�
AM: I have a few more questions anyway, I thought I would only keep you 15 minutes, but do
you have another 10 minutes?
KP: Okay�
AM: Okay. Yes. Some more specific questions about the website with the, with the site map. The
maps feature is great. And I was trying to complete a specific cognitive walkthrough, and I was
looking for disabled parking spaces or structures. And I couldn’t find that. Is that a thing that I
can find on the map? Or am I...
KP: Yeah, parking as on the campus map� So if you’re on the accessible building feature maps
down at the bottom, you’ll also see related: campus maps accessible wayfinding, or giving feedback. So if you go to campus maps, there are layers you can turn on and off, and that’s where
transportation and parking is included as a layer, and that lets you look at things like electric
charging stations, accessible parking, alternative transportation� Okay�
AM: Okay, is that is that in the scroll bar on the left or that? Oh, it says, we’re talking about the
bottom here. Accessible Wayfinding...
KP: When you’re on the accessible Wayfinding if you’re on the map, the accessible building
feature map� If you you know from the accessibility site, you click on the maps and you go in
accessible building feature map down at the bottom of that page, it says related, and that’s where
you have campus maps and accessible wayfinding. So, accessible wayfinding is where we provide
our customized individual approach for people, like tactile maps, things like that� The campus
maps is what links you to, like it sounds, the campus maps and so they include map options�
Those are dialog box that lets you toggle input a checkbox, whether you want transportation and
parking or emergency locations�
AM: Okay, I found it cool, now I know how to do it� Yeah, that’s exactly what I was looking for� I
just, I knew it had to be somewhere in there. I just couldn’t find a way to get to it. Okay, another
cognitive walkthrough challenge that I couldn’t quite get an answer to� I was trying to create this
persona walkthrough of a student who has a classmate and they and Student A wants to show a
video in class that was make sure that it’s captioned, so that Student B, who is deaf, can follow
the video. And so I was looking for, okay, how can I find how can I make a request as something
captioned? It looks like there’s no way to do that� It looks like there’s just instructions for how
you can self-caption�Is that correct? Or am I missing something���
KP: No� I mean, when you’re talking about a student who’s enrolled in a class, it’s the instructor who’s the primary responsible party� So if an instructor is asking other students in the class
to bring and share videos, then our expectation is that that faculty member who’s going to make
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sure any of those students and the media that they are generating or sharing, the instructors all
have a direct link for any video captioning and it happens really quick and easy� But the instructor is the point of contact who would typically be making that request?
KP: Okay� And if a student were to reach out to access tech team, which that has happened,
that’s another option� So if you’re looking at the access tech team, which is on the tools, and
many other places, it’ll you know, anyone who has any questions about accessible technology can
use that same group email address� And so we have had people ask about captioning, whether
they’re students, staff or faculty, just through that tech, accessible technology, tech support
group address� But again, for anything that’s tied to an actual class, the instructor should be
ensuring that all students in that class who may be generating or sharing media are able to do so
in a way that would be accessible for their peer�
AM: Okay� I have just a couple of other questions: has anyone ever made to you the arguments
that accommodations and accessibility should be separate institutional roles? Because it seems
like they’re, they’re pretty well overlapped at PCC� Is that an argument you’ve heard? And what’s
your response to that?
KP: Well, I think I mean, I think that they are distinct and overlapping� The Disability Services
site, for example, is all about that more procedural piece of formal accommodation for students�
HR has their formal employee accommodation process� So those pieces exist� I think that accessibility work, though, is done best by people who understand the disability experience� And I
think that working to minimize the need for accommodation makes a lot of sense for those who
are involved in the work, you what I mean� So, I think that I know some some schools do choose,
especially like for IT accessibility, to house is that in IT separate from, you know, a DS or OEI or
type. And some people, house it in OEI, you know, equity and inclusion? I mean, there’s different
ways that institutions choose to kind of build out the staffing for this. For us, it made sense to do
it in the way we are because we have an access tech group where there’s both kind of where the
rubber hits the road knowledge of what’s happening for people and a team approach for problem
solving and working collaboratively� And so I think if it was a single position, housed in IT, who
was responsible, it would be much harder for that person to be effective, then when we have that
role, as part of a team�
AM: Okay, yeah� That makes sense� And it just occurred to me as you were saying that I don’t
actually know What the equivalent at PCC might be. But at PSU, there’s the Office of Academic
Innovation. And I know that some institutions have offices like that, and I don’t know if PCC
does have something like, like OAI, the Office of Academic Innovation or something along those
lines�
KP: I’m not, I’m not totally sure on the scope of responsibility for that office at PSU. So it’s hard
for me to answer how it would correlate here� We have teaching and learning� We have teaching and learning centers at all of our campuses where there’s a lot of professional development�
A variety��� some are cohort based on our individual sessions, but that’s meant to help support
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instructional faculty and a broader audience� But the primary target is instructional faculty� So
the Teaching and Learning Centers, I think, may share some of that FOP and then our instructional support unit is another area - that’s where all of that training around online content, you
know, that’s housed through our online learning and instructional support area�
AM: Yeah, that sounds like a lot of what OAI does� But oh, yeah, I guess you also have a lot of
responsibility over accessible course materials� But it does not sound like that’s the case, etc�
KP: Well, our online learning has a significant has played a very significant role in terms of
shaping online accessibility�
AM: Okay� Okay� Okay, and last question� Um, and this is just about going back to ADEC� You
have a role� That’s the only working group that you have a leadership role on� And I’m just
curious how you see your role in that committee and, and why you chose to be involved in that
committee�
KP: I’m in a leadership role on that committee right now, because we had a departure of a player
who’s typically the co-chair. So as soon as that position is filled, that role will step back in to be
the co chair�
AM: Okay� So, in general, actually, you don’t generally take a leadership role on the on the working groups, there is somebody in your role as
KP: Well, the two co chair so���Maria Mendez, in our HR area and myself as steering committee
co-chairs have often participated in working group meetings have often met with co-chairs of the
working group� So we are involved in the working groups that typically there’s a named co-chair
who’s different than us typically. And then we work collaboratively with those co-chairs.
AM: Okay� Okay, great� All right� Well, I think that is all my questions� I really appreciate you
taking the time to talk to me� Thank you so much� And if you do have any emails about kind of
the timeline that we were talking about with the new website coming into into fruition� If you feel
like you can send those on to me I’d definitely appreciate it.
KP: Yeah, I mean, I’m really curious about what your final projects will be. Now you’re I mean,
is that something you’d be willing to share?
AM: Oh, sure. Yeah. It’s been a lot of sort of head scratching as I tried to figure it out. I actually spent about a day thinking that I was going to switch over and talk about Michael Cantino’s
mapping project. Because I find that so fascinating. And there’s so much material that he’s put
out there� But that started to feel like it was going to be overwhelming to me and just sort of
beyond my scope and beyond my ken� Because website design is something that I know a lot
better, I decided to go ahead and continue focusing on the website� And my feeling is that that
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the PSU website, websites, for accessibility and disability have some problems, have some implementation errors� We have a very complex institutional framework that underlies that� And
that sort of makes change difficult. So I think, so what I’m doing is sort of walking through the
PCC site and the PSU site to see what the strengths and weaknesses of those sites are in relation
to one another and then trying to figure out what the process was, how the PCC site came to be
what it is, because I think the challenges that you probably faced are in some ways similar to the
challenges that you know that we face a PSU� So I’m interested in kind of like the���how institutionally those challenges might have been overcome� That’s where it’s heading right now� We’ll
see how it evolves over the next few days?
KP: Yeah� I’ll be real curious� I mean, it’s an interesting project�
AM: Yeah, thanks� I hope it comes out� I have I have about one more week� So� Okay� Anyway,
thank you so much� I really appreciate it�
KP: Bye bye�

Appendix D
Appendix D: Email from Sharon Helms (March 9, 2020)
Hi Adam,
I’m glad to hear you’re feeling better, and sorry this term has been so tough! Things are definitely
hectic in OIT for sure, and across campus, with coronavirus preparations�
Regarding your question: design feature of the Accessibility pages, where the links are isolated
in the margins, and the middle of the page is reserved for text content, is reflective of a design
aesthetic that was set by OIT
This isn’t actually the case -- OIT did not set the design aesthetic for either our current site, the
Accessibility site, or any of the pdx�edu websites� That was (and still is) set by UComm, and
whatever firm they work with for the Enterprise site design.
All pdx�edu sites that are part of the “Enterprise” central management use predetermined
templates, which in Drupal 7 entails -- just text in the middle of the page� The links in the the
margins are a navigation feature that’s consistent across all PSU sites� I can’t tell you anything
about the decisions that went into that, or whether there was testing -- the current website was
built in 2010�
Best wishes,
Sharon
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Appendix E
Appendix E: Email from Michele Bromley (March 12, 2020)
Do you have additional context? I assume you mean for accessibility, but you may also mean
usability� Obviously, the site was intended for a broad audience of content developers at PSU�
The Accessibility Committee at the time included many representative groups on campus, and
the committee and co-chairs did provide some review and feedback� The site was rigorously
tested for accessibility, but not by users with disabilities�
Does this answer your question?
Michele Joy Bromley
IT Accessibility Coordinator
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